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HUMANITIES 

 
ENGLISH 
 

Collect newspaper cuttings related to given topics and paste it in your language copy) 
 

  1.  Classified advertisements  (Minimum 5 in each category) 
 *Sale/Purchase of property and household items  
*To-let and Wanted on Rent 
*Sale/Purchase of Vehicles    -      Two wheelers/Four wheelers 
*Situation Vacant and Wanted (job required) 

            *Matrimonials  
*Missing Person/Thing/Pet 

2.          Commercial/Display advertisement (Minimum 2 in each category) 
              a)  Launching  of a product 
               b) Off Season Sale 
              c)  Opening of Coaching centres/Boutique/Showroom 
            
3.   Formal Invitations   (marriage/birthday /house warming  ceremony etc 
       and   school function) –   (one in each   category) 
 
4.    Posters ( Social issues) – ( Minimum 1  in each category) 

Road Safety, Terrorism, Self Defence, Woman Empowerment,   Environment,     Consumer 
Awareness, Awareness  about Diseases 

 
II.  Report Writing 

Select reports on the following topics from the newspaper and paste it in your language 
copy :  
a) School report highlighting any event(workshop, farewell ,investiture, orientation program, 

annual function etc. 
b) Reports related to rally, accidents, burglary, protest etc. 
c) Mention the differences in the drafting of the two. 

 
12. Read the autobiography of Dr. APJ Kalam, ‘Wings of Fire’ and write a critical  review of the 

same in 200 words. 
 

PSYCHOLOGY 

1. Project: Psychology as a discipline emerged as a result of various western developments. It has an 

interesting history. The students have to trace back the journey to the roots of Psychology as discipline and 

prepare a project on the topic “Development of Psychological Thought. (Use pictures, article clippings, facts 

etc in the report) 

2. Assignment: Complete the assignment on Chapter 1: What is Psychology (as discussed in the class) 

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 



                                                                 

Important Instructions: 

Students prepare their practical file on the basis following events. 

1- Physical Fitness Test- Students will write about Athletics, in which include introduction, lay 

out of 400 meter track, all running events, jumping events and throwing events, their 

fundamental skills, terminologies, 

2- Students will write about one games and sports skills of any one game of choice from the 

given list 

 Athletics, Archery, Badminton, Boxing, Chess, Judo, Shooting, Skating, Swimming, 

Taekwondo, Tennis, Aerobics, Gymnastics, Yoga, Bocce and Unified Basketball (CWSN). 

3- Yogic Practices – Students will write about (8) eight yogic asana from the given book with 

their procedure, Benefits and Contraindications. 

4- Students will complete their practical file to given above computations: 

 

HISTORY, POLITICAL SCIENCE  
 

Prepare material for the  WALL MAGAZINE ( POSTERS, PPT, SLOGAN, MODELS, ETC) 

      Do respective exploratory project on any of the selected themes of social issues 

1. Democracy  

2. My vote is my right the value of a vote  

3. Inclusive elections: every vote counts the same 

4. Getting Registered  

5. Voter list - Voter card/ my EPIC (electors photo identity card)  

6. Who all can contest an election?  

7. Ethical and informed voting . Do’s and don’ts in election campaign, model code of conduct; whom to 

report malpractices by candidates   

8. Electronic voting machine and VVPAT(Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail) . Secrecy of vote, Integrity 

of the election process through use of EVM/VVPAT  

9. NOTA    

10. Election Commission vs. State Election Commission /NVD 

 

 

SOCIOLOGY 

Guidelines for preparation and submission of sociology project. Each student will submit her/his 
project file. Each report must fulfil the following requirements: 

• The Project Report will be prepared on A4 Pages. 
The project report will be written in the student's own hand, though they may include 
other illustrative material that is not hand -written. 
 

The project report will contain the following matter: 

•  Cover page showing project title, student's information, school and session 

• List of contents 

•  Acknowledgements and preface 

•  Introduction 

•  Rationale (Purpose) -The reason for the choice of the subject and its social significance 

• . Methodology / Technique -Mention the methodology/technique 

----- questionnaire, case study, ethnographic description.  

• The students may use any method which is appropriate for the topic selected. Detailed 
steps and procedures adopted must be given. 



 

• Presentation of evidence:- 
 
     There must be a major section formally presenting the evidence      gathered as a part 
of the project.  

o This can be in the form of tables, extracts from interviews, reports on case studies 
or discussion of documentary data (newspapers, articles, magazines, diaries, 
photographs). However, there should be value addition by the student, and it must 
not be a simple reproduction of the original material 

o .h) Analysis of evidence & conclusions -Each project should summarize its 
conclusions in a separate section. This can be brief but should be clearly and 
carefully stated. If possible, some suggestions can be given for further 
enhancement in the area/ subject studied. This section can also include a 
statement describing the limitations of the study. 

• Bibliography/ Appendix or other supporting material -This should include the references 
to relevant books and other sources used for the study. The appendix will include 
questionnaires, list of interviews, documents or other material used in the study. 

 
 
CHAPTER-WISE IMPORTANT QUESTIONS: _(Book1) 

 
CH1 SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIETY 
 
1. Why sociology is considered as a scientific study? 
 2. Do you think that social inequality is universal in nature? 
         support your answer.  
3. What do you understand by sociology?  
4. What is the difference between common sense knowledge and sociological 
perspective?  
5. Classify societies into two types.  
6. What led to growth of sociology in India. 

                    7. Explain the relationship of sociology with political science. 
8. Explain the relationship of sociology with history?  
9. Explain the relationship of sociology with economics.  
10. Explain the relationship of sociology with psychology.  
11. Explain the sociological imagination of C.W Mills.  
12. Explain how pluralities and inequalities exist in different societies?  
13. Explain why sociology is considered as child of “age of revolution”. 
14. Explain why sociology and social anthropology is considered as “sister 
disciplines”?  
15. Mention the intellectual ideas that went into making of sociology?  
16. Who is considered as father of sociology and why?  
 
CH 2 TERMS, CONCEPT AND THEIR USE IN SOCIOLOGY 
 
1. What do you understand by social group?  

..                   2 What is the difference between social and quasi group?  
3. What are the chief characteristics of social group?  

                     4. Name different types of social groups?  
5. What is the difference between community and society?  
6. What is the difference between in-group and out-group?  
7. Why peer pressure is considered as social pressure?  
8. What do you understand by reference group?  



9. What do you understand by social stratification?  
1.0 What is the difference between 
           (a) Sanction and deviance 
           (b) Primary and secondary group 
11. Write an essay on caste system in India? 
12. Explain how multiple status leads to role conflict? 
13. Explain functionalist and conflict perspective of social control? 14. Define social 
groups. Explain any four types of social groups. 

 

 

HOME SCIENCE 
1. Prepare a file on any 10 nutritive recipies  based on Iron and Calcium content.  

Collect advertisement related to Consumer Protection 

 

INFORMATICS PRACTICES 
    Make a Film/ Documentary on any social/ environment /health related problem of your vicinity with 
a possible solution proposed 

1. Format: .MP4/ .AVI 

2. Language Hindi/ English or Bilingual 

3. Format SD/ HD 

4. The movie/ Documentary should not violate the copyright/intellectual property law. 

5. Time :3-5 min  

 

ECONOMICS 

1) Prepare a Handwritten Project on any One of the following topics: 

a) Effect on PPC due to various government policies 

b) Solar Energy, a cost-effective Comparison with conventional Energy Sources 

c) Globalization and Economics 

d) Demand and its Determinants (with applications) 

e) Supply and its Determinants (with applications) 

f) Any Concept from the syllabus 

Project report needs to be prepared in accordance with the guidelines given in class. 

2) Do the Assignment on Chapter-1(Introduction)of Introductory Microeconomics. 

 


